
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The stranger's tone was now that of a man _________ certain of himself.1. quite

The South Transept is of the Early Decorated period, and _________ later
than its fellow.
2. rather

She was _________ sure that she had been rude.3. quite

It was Roscoe Marsh, chum of chums, _________ slight, negligently
dressed among these young men of rather precise elegance, but dominating
them all by the shock of an aggressive personality that stood out against their
factoried types.

4. rather

This fact alone is _________ sufficient to settle this point.5. quite

But that, he realized, wasn't _________ true.6. quite

Lewis wrote a note to Mr. Hay in Kahoka to detain the post at that place
until 12 tomorrow which was _________ later than his usual time of leaveing
it.

7.
rather

Her heart was so light she could not be _________ certain if she were
really on the earth or not.
8. quite

The letter, while it said a great deal, did not say _________ enough.9. quite

I am _________ safe and I have only a short ride.10. quite

This is strictly true of the polyphonic forms, the Canon, Fugue and
Invention and of the Two-part form; and although in the Three-part form we
have a second theme, this is merely for contrast and is often of _________
slight import.

11.

rather

Aunt thought I knew _________ enough, and so I would for some lives.12. quite

She was not _________ satisfied with the way things were going, but
hoped for the best.
13. quite
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Really, I suppose he did _________ right, for we stood committed to a
dangerous race, and to bring her to the wind would have been rather a
heart-sickening manœuvre.

14. quite

For my part I am _________ willing to accept these conditions.15. quite

He was probably born about the year 1026, or _________ later, at the
Castle of Rivar, near Burgos, in Old Castile, of a noble but not wealthy family.
16. rather

And she was _________ sure that she could never speak of his private
affairs to him.
17. quite

At first what he intended was not _________ clear.18. quite

It was ten years ago, but I had never been _________ able to forget that
girl's face.
19. quite

If some of them were different, not really different, they would be
_________ certain not to go on being living.
20.

quite
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